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Multi Compliance Audit
Combined audit for efficient compliance

If anything, we at Audittrail know how to perform an audit. Our auditors have extensive experience
auditing organizations on privacy, information security, and quality. We perform audits – among
others - on the GDPR, ISO 27001/2, ISO9001, or take your internal standards to create and perform
an objective third-party audit.

Why is it important

You can spend a lot of money on compliance
measures, yet without measuring their effectiveness
you never really know the impact. By auditing
your current level of compliance, you identify both
your strong and weak links. Through our objective
auditing method, we make sure you do not skip any
essentials, and that you can invest in compliancemeasures that actually contribute to your level of
compliance. By combining your compliance audit for
different fields, you identify patterns in compliance,
and can tackle overlapping compliance challenges.
Moreover, combining two audits can reduce the
total costs of the audit cycle. Also, a combined audit
typically has lesser impact on the organization in
terms of time spent on the audit by employees.

Beside conversations with key-roles, we also assess
standard documentation and systems to determine
your maturity level. After the audit we discuss the
outcome with you and provide suggestions for an
improvement-cycle. If you desire, we can present
the outcome of the audit to the board.

Benefits
•

Insight into current level of multi compliance;

•

Combined audit;

•

Constructive suggestions for continuous
improvement;

•

Conversation style-auditing instead of
checklists.

How do we solve this?

Whereas ISO norms have standardized auditing
guidelines, we have created a specific auditing
framework for the GDPR. If necessary, Audittrail
will translate internal organizational standards
into an objective auditing framework. We have
constructive conversations with key-players in your
organization and through this assess your current
level of compliance. We take all relevant legislation
and standards into account when auditing your
organization.
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